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   It is shown in Hardy's book [1] as (a Tauberian) Theorem 147 that if a series

             co

            n=1

of finite order is summable by Borel's method, then it is also summable by Cesatro's

rnethod. On the other hand Hardy shows by an example that the converse of the

above theorem does not hold in general ([1] p. 213).

   But we have a Tauberian Theorem to ensure the converse ; i. e.

   Theorem A ([1] Th.149)

   Let us denote by a. the (C,1) means of (1). if

            a,t == s + o (.vtl=. )'

then (1) is summable (B) to s.

   Hardy at a time shows by the same example quoted above that this is a best

possible theorem in the sense that the o in the theorem cannot be replaced by O.

The example of Hardy is artificial but its series is unbounded and its general term

a. does not tend to O.

   The object of this paper is to prove the theorem below by showingastronger

example than Hardy's on appealing to a deep Tauberian Theorem.

' TheoremB In TheoremAwe cannot rePlace theo byO even if the Partial

sum of (1) is bounded and a..O as n- oo.

Proof. First we prove that there exist series (1) such that

            ffn == O(vl". )'

            s. = O(1),

and a..O,



but are not summable (B), where s. denotes the partial sum of (1).

   Our example is

            a. ::= sin(･v"iT e)-sin (･v'n-1 e), (2)

where 0 ¥O is any real constant.

   For this a. we have plainly

            s. -:: sin(･vXIT e)-O(1), (3)
            an =: O(iri.), ' (4)
and

            a. == -ill- tt/, sin(･v!UZ}H O). (s)

   But for instance Euler's summation formula ([1] p. 318) shows

            ,iil"i..], sin(･vrE o) = ll' si.(ivt7 o) dt + o(1)

                          no                       'i                                        cos(･v'-il7 0) dt                            (t - [t])
                          i 2Vt

                       - O(ViT) ÷ O(1) + O(ViT) =- O(VIT),

and hence

            an :=: O(.vl'i:n=)'

   On the other hand Theorem 156 of [1] shows that if our series is summable

<B), then it must be convergent in virtue of (4). But this is clearly a contradiction.

Thus our example (2) proves the truth of Theorem B.

   ,Finally we remark that one of more `natural' examples than (2) may be

                sin(Vn O) cos(Vn O)
            an= .vt-ii- Or .vx'ii- '

but the proof is then more difficult [2], and that it is possible, though more

troublesome, to prove the non Borel-summability of our series for (2) without

depending upon Theorem 156 of [1].
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